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Wheelchair basketball star Pat Anderson helps introduce schoolchildren in Ottawa 
to the new Canadian Paralympic Team mascot, CODA THE BEAVER.



CODA THE BEAVER
Hi, my name is Coda and I’m a beaver! I am the official mascot of the Canadian Paralympic Team!

As Canada’s national animal, I can be found all over the country in our beautiful lakes and 
rivers. I move slowly on land, but because of my webbed feet I am an excellent swimmer.

I might not have the best eyesight, but I make up for it with my strong sense of hearing, smell, 
and touch. I don’t let any challenge stop me! I always work hard and persevere through any 
situation so that I can accomplish all of my tasks and goals.

I believe that anything is possible, and I’m proud to share that belief with the amazing athletes 
who are training to be the best in the world and represent Canada at the Paralympic Games.

I am named after the musical term ‘coda’ which is a segment of music that extends and 
elaborates themes in a musical piece, giving it a sense of balance and completeness, before 
bringing it to a conclusion.

I feel honoured to represent the Canadian Paralympic Team. Our Canadian athletes represent 
our country with great pride and dedication every day, and witnessing them compete is my 
favourite activity. I love cheering them on! Will you cheer them on with me? 

BEAVERS MOVE SLOWLY 
ON LAND, BUT BECAUSE OF 
THEIR WEBBED FEET THEY 

ARE EXCELLENT 
SWIMMERS!
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TRIVIA
TRIVIA QUESTIONS - AGE 7-10:

1. What is the host city of the next Paralympic Games?
a. Toronto, Canada
b. Tokyo, Japan
c. Los Angeles, United States
d. Berlin, Germany

2. Which one of these Paralympic sports is NOT a winter sport?
a. Para snowboard
b. Wheelchair curling
c. Para athletics
d. Para alpine skiing

3. How do swimmers with visual impairments know when to turn around at the end of a lap in 
the pool?

a. They hear the sound of a bell
b. They count how many strokes they take in a lap and turn around  
 when they hit the same number each time
c. They wait until they can feel the pool wall
d. Someone taps them with a pole when they get close

4. True or false – the basketball nets for wheelchair basketball events are 30cm shorter than 
the nets for standing basketball. 

a. True
b. False
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TRIVIA QUESTIONS (AGE 10-13):

1. Which of these is NOT a Paralympic sport?
a. Para snowboard
b. Gymnastics
c. Para equestrian
d. Wheelchair curling

2.	 Wheelchair	Rugby	was	invented	in	Canada,	but	at	first	it	was	called…
a. Wheelchair football
b. Indoor Rugby
c. Crazyball
d. Murderball

3. Many Paralympic sports can be played by athletes who compete in wheelchairs or  
 who compete standing. Which of these Paralympic sports can only be played by athletes  

in wheelchairs? 
a. Para athletics (also known as Track and Field)
b. Para alpine skiing
c. Boccia
d. Para badminton

4. Which one of these Paralympic sports does NOT have an Olympic equivalent?
a. Para table tennis
b. Para taekwondo
c. Goalball
d. Wheelchair curling
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TRIVIA ANSWERS - AGE 7-10:
1. What is the host city of the next Paralympic Games?

Answer: B. The next Paralympic Games will be in Tokyo, Japan. It will be a summer Games.  

2. Which one of these Paralympic sports is NOT a winter sport?

Answer: C. Para athletics is a summer sport in which athletes compete at the Paralympic Games every four 
years. It includes track and field events like wheelchair racing, running races, shotput, and javelin. 

3. How do swimmers with visual impairments know when to turn around at the end of a lap in the pool?

Answer: D. Swimmers with visual impairments have people called ‘tappers’ standing at the end of the pool. 
The tapper will use a pole to tap the swimmers when they approach the wall so they don’t hit it. 

4. True or false – the basketball nets for wheelchair basketball events are 30cm shorter than the nets 
for standing basketball. 

Answer: False. The nets are the same height for wheelchair basketball as they are for standing basketball, 
at 10 feet off the ground. So, wheelchair basketball players have to throw the ball even further than standing 
players to score. 

TRIVIA ANSWERS (AGE 10-13):
1. Which of these is NOT a Paralympic sport?

Answer: B. Gymnastics is an Olympic summer sport. It has not yet been adapted for the Paralympic Games. 

2.	 Wheelchair	Rugby	was	invented	in	Canada,	but	at	first	it	was	called…

Answer: D. Wheelchair Rugby was developed in Winnipeg by a group of athletes who were looking for a sport 
for people in a wheelchair who also had reduced arm and hand function. It was called Murderball because 
of its full-contact rules, fast pace, and aggressive nature. 

3. Many Paralympic sports can be played by athletes who compete in wheelchairs or who compete 
standing. Which of these Paralympic sports can only be played by athletes in wheelchairs? 

Answer: C. Boccia is only played by athletes who use wheelchairs. Some Boccia athletes have  
cerebral palsy, and use ramps to “throw” the ball, while others throw the balls by hand. 

4. Which one of these Paralympic sports does NOT have an Olympic equivalent?

Answer: C. Goalball is one of only a few Paralympic sports that are not played in the Olympics, because 
the sport is for athletes with visual impairments only. It’s played with a ball that makes a noise so that the 
athletes use their sense of hearing to know where the ball is and move to block it from going in the net. 
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WHEELCHAIR BASKETBALL
It is similar to its able-bodied counterpart with some small differences, but the 
basket height remains the same as do the boundaries for three-point shooting. 
Athletes must dribble the ball, and cannot take more than two pushes on the 
wheels without dribbling.
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GOALBALL
Goalball is a sport exclusive to athletes with visual impairments, played by both  
men and women. Played in a gym court, the objective of the game is to throw the 
ball using a bowling motion into the opponent’s net while the opposing players try 
to block the ball with their bodies. The 1.25 kilogram ball has noise bells which 
help orientate the players. 
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PARA SNOWBOARD
Para snowboard was the latest sport added to the Paralympic Games program in 
2014. Each athlete competes three runs down the course with their finish time of 
their best two runs determining the final order based on ascending time. 
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PARA ICE HOCKEY
Para ice hockey is the Paralympic sport version of ice hockey. All players have 
a lower body disability and are strapped to a two-bladed sledge. They propel 
themselves with sticks spiked at one end and curved blades at the other for 
shooting.Teams are comprised of a maximum 15 players per team, including two 
goaltenders. Games consist of three 15-minute stop-time periods.
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WHO WE ARE

The Canadian Paralympic Committee is a non-profit, private organization with 
25 member sports organizations dedicated to strengthening the Paralympic 
Movement. The Canadian Paralympic Committee’s vision is to be the world’s 
leading Paralympic nation. Its mission is to lead the development of a sustainable 
Paralympic sport system in Canada to enable athletes to reach the podium at 
the Paralympic Games. 

By supporting Canadian high performance athletes with a disability and 
promoting their success, the Canadian Paralympic Committee inspires all 
Canadians with a disability to get involved in sport through programs delivered 
by its member organizations.

FOLLOW US 
ON SOCIAL MEDIA!

       @CDNPARALYMPICS   
       @CDNPARALYMPIQUE
  

@CDNPARALYMPICS


